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Who’s in the room?

What district/organization 

do you serve in 

currently?

What is your role?

Why did you choose to 

join this webinar? 
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Intro to SEL
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Why Social-Emotional Learning?



I’ve come to a frightening conclusion that I am the decisive 
element in my school.  It’s my personal approach that creates 
the climate.  It’s my daily mood that makes the weather.  As 
the teacher, I possess a tremendous power to make a child’s 
life miserable or joyous.  I can be a tool of torture or an 
instrument of inspiration.  I can humiliate or humor, hurt or 
heal.  In all situations, it is my response that decides whether 
a crisis will be escalated or de-escalated and a child humanized 
or dehumanized.

Hiam Ginott

Think about it…
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The Foundations of SEL

What areas 
might you need 

to work on? 
What about your 

students? 
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Practice
(approximately 10 

minutes)

Dive Deeper
(approximately 20 

minutes)

Learn
(approximately 5 

minutes)

SEL Lesson Components



Transformative SEL



Who am I ? 





Zip Code’s  

What do they mean?

What do they imply?



Discussion Protocol

Purpose: to build self-awareness around your mindsets regarding 

BIPOC students

Preparation: Complete the Mindset Assessment Activity by noting how

much you agree with each statement and explaining your rating. 

Challenge yourself to be honest with yourself as you answer.

You will also need the Deficit & Transformative Mindsets Activity.

Deficit Mindsets



Discussion Protocol

Mindset 
Assessment



Discussion Protocol

Examine a Growth Area

Have a group member share their reactions to the Mindset 

Assessment Activity. If anyone is inclined to share about

their mindsets, invite them to do so.

Repeat the sharing and discussion for each group
member.



Discussion Protocol

Define Success

Review the chart on the Deficit & Transformative Mindsets 

Activity. Notice patterns among the transformative mindsets 

to better understand what makes them transformative.

Then ask, How could these transformative mindsets positively 

impact the social and emotional well-being of BIPOC students?



Discussion Protocol

Recognize Ability

Review the definition of deficit thinking from the Deficit & 

Transformative Mindsets Activity.

Then ask, How can we reframe our internalized deficit thinking 

towards more compassionate and transformative perspectives?

Repeat the sharing and discussion for each group member.

Identify the Obstacles

What are the obstacles to applying transformative mindsets in 

our work?



Discussion Protocol

Act for Results

Over the next week, identify two more deficit mindsets 

towards BIPOC students that show up in yourself or your 

work environment.

Record them on the Deficit & Transformative Mindsets Activity and

reframe them with a transformative mindset.

Discuss how to implement this reframing practice in your 

work moving forward.



Discussion Protocol

Reflect and Celebrate

Discuss any new insights that resulted from the
conversation.

Celebrate transformative mindsets you already apply

towards your students.



Let’s Discuss

• In what ways do your interactions with students promote a 

sense of safety?

• How might the pace and tone of your speech impact students 

who struggle to remain regulated?

• What are some of your natural skills that support you in 

relationship-building with your students?

• What are some natural opportunities in your role to 

incorporate student voice?
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